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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 78124 
MULTI PURPOSE INTERACTIVE NASA INFORMATION 
SYSTEM (MiNI S) 
SUMMARY 
The Multipurpose Interactive NASA Information System (MINIS) was 
developed to provide remote, interactive information retrieval capability for 
various types of data bases to be processed on different types of small and 
medium size computers. 
This report presents to the layman user an explanation of how to use the 
system for three different data bases: (1) Landsat Photo Look-Up, (2) Land-
Use, and (3) Census/ Socia-Economic. Each of the data base elements '.S shown 
together with other detailed information that a user would reqUire to contact the 
system remotely, to transmit inquiries on commands, and to receive the results 
of the queries or commands. The user is guided step-by-step through each of 
the systems. However, the Land-Use System and the Cen,us/Socio-Economic 
System are mostly combined because they are very similar. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The MIDIS is a remote, interactive information retrieval system 
designed to manage various types of data bases on small and medium size 
computers. The system will accommodate fixed-length records with up to 200 
elements of data (fields) and as many individual records as mase storage of 
the host computer will permit. 
The system presently accommodates three types of data bases: (1) 
Landsat photo-descriptive data look-up (approximately 190 000 records, each 
containing 28 elements of data); (2) land-use data (approximately 17000 records, 
each containing 44 elements of data) ; and (3) census/ socia-economic data 
(approximately 500 records, each containing 187 elements of data). MINIS is 
presently operable on two computers: Datacraft 6024/4 and NOVA. 
MINIS is a modularly designed system that provides the capability to 
form sets, to perform mathematical calculations, to define new varillbles from 
combinations of data base fields and other variables, and to sum a field or a 
variable within a set. 
The modular structure of MINIS is an efficient means of providing the 
existing features and functions as well as establishing a h!llJo to which additional 
features and functions may be added relatively easily. Some of the features 
of most interest to the user are: 
1. User defined data base structure 
2. User constructed output reports 
3. Data base update capability 
4. Mathematical calcul:ltions and manipulations 
5. Save inquiries for re-use on call 
6. Save report formats for re -use on call. 
II. GENERAL INFORMATION 
The M1NIS is an interactive, remote, data management and information 
retrieval system especially d'lveloped for data bases on either small or medium 
size- computers. Some of the feann'os are: 
Free form - provides the user the ability to create entirely new and 
different data bases and to have more control of the data base and of the format-
ting of the resultant output products. 
Mathematical calculations - provides the user the &bility to add, subtract, 
multiply, and divide at his discretion to produce the required results. 
Batch processing - provides the user the ability to process batches of 
actions, when the situation warrants, in lieu of single actions or inquiries. 
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Error correction - provides tr.e user the ability to add or delete individ-
ual records and to change any information within these records. 
MINIS presently accommodates three different types of data bases: (1) 
Landsat photo-descriptive data, (2) land-use data, and (3) census/ socio-
economic data. The system is designed so that it is relatively simple to create 
other types of data bases and to process them. 
III. SYSTEM OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
Section ill gives the instructions that apply to any and all systems. The 
detailed instructions for each Bystem are discussed in Sections IV and V. 
Operating definitions and instructions are as follows: 
a. Information is retrieved from th~\ data base in sets as determined by 
the user. 
b. A set is a group of data rerJords that have been lifted or selected 
from the data base by the first (original) command or inquiry into the system. 
c. A command or inquiry is any instruction the 'lser transmits into the 
system. 
d. The user must define (name) each Bet and subset as required, but 
must not use: FROM, THRU, IF, THEN or ELSE. These words are reserved 
for special action by the system. All user-assigned names must always be to 
the left of the equal (=) character for the first usage, whether to establish a 
set or a subset. A name must not exceed six characters. 
e. A subset is a group of records that have been lifted or selected from 
the original set. 
f. After the original set has been established, constraints may be applied 
to the subset as required. They may be applied Singly, or in multiples (a string) 
not to exoeed 432 characters, including spaces. However, only 71 pairs of 
characters and spaces may be transmitted on a line, and there must be a colon 
(:) as the 72nd character. The colon may be used at any posltion on a line. The 
colon signals the system that more will follow on the next line. 
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g. Parentheses may be applied at any time when applying constraints 
to a subset. The parentheses signal the system to process the enclosed con-
straints as a single constraint. 
h. A constraint is any command applied to the data base, origi.nal set, 
or subset that restricts or eliminates data within a set. 
i. Always depress the carriage return (CR) key when the transmission 
is completed. This signals the system that the command .is completed. 
j. When the command is accepted, the system will respond with a 
greater than character (». This is a prompter advising that the system is ready 
to accept the next command. The processing may be terminated after any 
prompter by transmitting QUIT. The system will respond with an R. 
k. All alphabetic (A-Z) , numeric (0-9), special characters (n, =, +, 
*. ( ), ., :, " %), and bla.nk are accepted in a set or subset nam&. 
1. In Sections IV and V, in the examples of processing, two abbreviations 
are used: U to designate the user transmitting and C to designate the system 
response. 
m. Contacting the computer is determined by the requirements of the 
host computer. (The requirements for the photo-Iook-up (Landsat) system on 
the computer NOVA are discussed in Section IV, and the requirements for the 
land-use/ census systems on the computer Datacraft are discussed in Section V.) 
n. To execute the system, after malting computer connections, the user 
must transmit MINIS. The system will respond with ENTER DATA BASE NAME 
(6 CHAR). The user may then transmit: 
1. An existing data base name 
2. An existing data base name followed by a question mark (?) to 
modify a data base. 
3. A new data base name to create a new data file. 1 
1. This should not be attempted without discussion and planning with a 
knowledgeable programmer. 
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o. When an existing data base name is transmitted, th'l system will 
respond with a prompter and the user may begin transmitting commands. 
p. Thc following arc additional featul'I3IJ of the systcm:2 
1. Create a new field or datu base 
2. Modify. delote, rp.place 01' list en '3xistlng field 
3. Prepare spwial report formats properly headed 
4. Save rec1lrrlng messagtls, report formats, namelists, commands, 
etc .• for recall as nece~Bary 
5. Modify, delete, r,.'place or list these (itoms mentIoned in subpart 
4) when required 
6. Total the values of a given field for each record in a set. 
q. Each host compute!' has differ'tlut fUllctions fOr' the control k"ys. 
Part m of Section TV explains the functions of the keys on the NOVA; part m of 
Section V explains the functions of the keys on the Datacraft. The CR key serves 
tr.e same function on both <Jomputers. The user must depress the CR key when 
each transmission is completed. This signalll the system that you have com-
pleted that transmission. The system will answer with a prompter. 
r. Delimiters are provided within the system to limit the re'l.uested 
search time. This reduces the effort for the manual review of the transmitted 
information and the computation costs. These delimiters may be applied to a 
"string" of constraints in any sequence for any subset. These delimiters must 
be preceded by and followed by a period. The following delimiters are most 
effective in combining and applying constraints: 
1. ,AND. - When this is used in applying constraints, the system 
will search for the information that appears in both of the constraints. 
2. . ANDNOT. - When this is used in applying constraints, the sys-
tem will search for the information that fits the first constraint and does not fit 
the second. 
2. This should not be attempted without discussion and planning with a 
knowledgeable programmer. 
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3. . EQ. - This is an abbreviation of ",,,>qual to." When used in 
applying constraints, the system will search for the information that is equal 
to thE: constraint following. EQ. 
4. . GE. - This is an abbreviation of "greater than or equal to. " 
When used in applying constraints, the system will search for the information 
that is greater than or equal to the constraint immediately following the. GE. 
5. . GT. - This is an abbreviation of "greater than." When used in 
applying constraints, the system will search for the information greater than 
the constraint immediately following . GT. 
6. . LE. - This is an abbreviation of "less than or equal to." When 
used in applying constraints, the system will search for the information that is 
less than or equal to the constraint immediately following the . LE. 
7. . LT. - This is an abhreviation of "less than." When used in 
applying constraints, the system will search for the information that is less than 
the constraint immediately following. LT. 
8. . NAND. - This is an abbreviation of "not and." When used in 
applying constraints, the system will search for the information for which the 
first constraint does not apply or the second constraint does not apply. 
9. . NE. - This is an abbreviation of "not equal to." When used in 
applying constraints, the system will search for the information that is not 
equal to the constraint following. NE. 
10. . NOR. - This is an abbreviation of "not or." When used in 
applying constraints, the system searches for the information for which the 
first constraint does not apply and the second constraint does not apply. 
11. . NOT. - When this is used in applying constraints, the system 
will list the opposite of the constraint following . NOT. 
12. . OR. - When this is used in applying constraints, the system will 
search for the information that appears in both constraints, before and after. OR. , 
except duplicate records. 
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13. . 0RNOT. - When this is used in applying constraints, i~ system 
will search for the information for which either the first constraint does apply 
or the second constraint does not apply. 
14. . XOR. - This is an abbreviation of "exclusive or." When used 
in applying constraints, the system will search for the information of both con-
straints, before and after .XOR., that are not duplicates. 
15. FROM THRU - A form of "short hand" to enable you to "bracket" 
iniormation, as xxxxx FROM xxx THRU XXKX. 
s. The on-site user of MINIS has the option of listing the outputs on a 
line printer !f the computer is so equipped. Remote users do not have this 
option. 
t. The system prOdclGflB several types of messages, depending on the 
situation. Table 1 gives 1 Jist of these messages. The list may be added to, 
deleted from, or changed to a maximum of messages. 
IV. PHOTO-LOOK-UP INSTRUCTIONS 
The following detailed instructions apply specifically to the indicated 
system and are in addition to the general instructions in Section ill: 
a. The system is a remote, interactive, iniormation retrieval system. 
The data base contains selected descriptive inio=ation of all Landsat images. 
b. Iniormation is obtained from the data base when the user transmits 
either the Observation Identification Number (OBVID) or one of two kinds of sats 
of geographic coordinates. 
c. There are only three commands available to establish an original set; 
OBVID. AREA, and POINT. 
1. The OBVID command requires only the Observation Identification 
Number of the image. e. g., 1234-56789. The system will automatically locate 
and list the information. 
'{ 
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2. The AREA command requires four coordinates: two latltudes 
(35N 38N) and two longitudes (97W 101W). These coordinates establish a 
rectangular area. The system will locate all photo records with the center 
coordinate (points) within this area, name the set AREASET, and list the 
informat1on on command. 
3. The POINT command requires only one latitude (40S)aM one 
longitude (85E). The system locates all photo records that COVer the coordinate 
area, names the set POINTSET, and lists the information on command. 
4. The system will request the coordinates in a predetermined 
sequence: i. e. , 
POIr-:T - ENTER LATITUDE 
ENTER LONGITUDE 
AREA - ENTER LOWER LATITUDE 
ENTER UPPER LATITUDE 
ENTER SMALLER LONGITUDE 
ENTER LARGER LONGITUDE 
Commands trB,nsmitted after either of these form subsets. 
d. There are fOUl programmed comr, ... nds that ma~' be transmitted when 
necessary: 
1. INSERT ( LIST) - Signa.ls the system to list immediately the 
information which results from the SETOUT command in a standard predeter-
mined format which is shown in subpart 6 of part o. 
2. INSERTL( LIST) - Signals the system to respond with: 
C - : 
C -: THE SET TO BE OUTPUT SHOULD BE NAMED SETOUT 
OUTPUT (SETOUT, IDSMER, HEDMER, FORMER) 
After this response, the system will list the information (part e) in the standard 
format as shown in subpart 1 of part o. 
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3. OUTPUT - Signals the system to list the set and the information 
enclosed in parenthesis that follow OUTPUT. This command must be used to 
obtain information that is not standard, I. e., OUTPUT (SET1, SAT,DSC, HHMMS). 
See the explanation in part f. 
4. FETOUT - Signals tI:e system t~at you are ready for the results 
of your commands, I.e., SETOUT=POINTSET. 
e. 'rhe standard information that will be listed (referenced in subpart 1 
of part d) are: 
Obse:rvation identification number 
Orbit number 
MSS roll number 
MSS position number 1-4 
Latitude 
Longitude 
Cloud cover (percent) 
Microfilm roll number (browse file) 
Microfilm position number (browse file) 
Date (image taken) 
f. Occasionally the previous information in part e-Irui:y not be -required. 
In that event, transmit ine abbreVi.ilted-namesoHhe required WOrImition.-TheEle 
names are listed in part 1, e. g., OUTPUT (SAT, DSL, HHMMS, M1QUAL). This 
command willli"t the Observation Identification Number (SAT,DSL,HHMMS) 
and the resolution quality of the MSS-camera-position-1 image. 
g. The Observation Identification Number is composed of: satellite 
number (1st character), days since launch (2-4 characters), hoU):s (5-6 
characters), minutes (7-8 characters) and seconds (9th character). The 
seconds represent tens of seconds. 
h. Landsat-1 has returned images greatly in excess of the expected 
production, forcing an additional reference number to represent these images. 
The data base will reflect 1 and 5 for Landsat-1, and will reflect 2 for Landsat-2 
imag'''s. 
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i. The system will accept coordinates in degrees, degroes and minutes, 
and tenths of degrees. The degrees and minutes may be separated by blank, 
comma, N, S, E, W, or D. North may be specified as N, +, or blank; South 
as S or - (minus); East as E or - (minus); and West as W or blank. 
j. When ready for the system to Jist the results of the commands, 
transmit SETOUT = (whatever). The system will respond with SET NAMED 
SETOUT HAS XX MEMBERS. The X' s represent the actual number. 
k. Cloud cover is always regarded as per.cent. 
1. The information in the data base is listed in Table 2. When informa-
tion other than that shown in.parf e is reqUire-iI,transmit the-abbreViation corre· 
sponding to the required information as shown in Table 2. 
m. The control characters are functions of the NOVA computer and may 
vary on other computers: 
1. Cantrol A - When transmitting and, for any reason, needing to 
go back to the system starting point, depress the Control keyan(fihe letter A 
simultaneously. The system will respond with an R; you then transmit MINIS. 
2. Shift L - When an error is made in transmitting a line, depress 
the Shift key and the letter L-sGilUltaneollslY.- The system will answer with a 
back-slash (I); you then retransmit the command (line). 
3. Rub-out - When an error is made in transmitting characters, 
depress the Rub-out key for each character back to the last correct character. 
The system will respond with a backarrow (-); you then retransmit the correct 
characters to the end of the command. 
4. Colon - The colon (:) signals the system that the line of trans-
missicn ended and that the context will continue on the next line. The system 
will re~l'ond with a> on the next line. Continue transmitting the command. 
Only 71 pairs of characters and spaces can be typed on a line. The 72nd chara-
ter position is reserved for the colon unless this posItion completes the command. 
A colon may be transmitted at any position on a line. 
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TABLE 2. DATA BASE FIELD NAMES FOR PHOTO-
LOOK-UP SYSTEM 
Field Names Explanation 
SAT SATELLITE NUMBER 
DSI, DAYS SThlCE LAUNCH 
HHMMS HOURS MINUTES SECONDS 
ORBNUM ORBIT NUMBER 
LAT LATITUDE IN DEGREEI1l, MIN'"vTES, SECONDS 
LON LONGITUDE IN DEGREES, MINUTES 
DATE DATE OF OBSERVATION 
CC CLOUD COVER 
ARCHVAL ARCHIVAL ROLL NUMBER 
M1POSN MSS 1 POSITION NUMBER 
M2POSN MSS 2 POSITION NUMBER 
M3POSN MSS 3 POSITION NUMBER 
M4POSN MSS 4 POSITION NUMBER 
MFROLL MICROFILM ROLL NUMBER (MSS) 
MFPOSN MICRO)!'ILM POSITION NUMBER 
REGION BIDCK ThlmCATOR 
RBVID STATION ID-RBV 
MSSID STATION ID-MSS 
RBMODE TRANSMTSSION MODE-RBV 
MSMODE TRANSMISSION MODE-MSS 
R1QUAL QUAI.'TY RBV BAND 1 
R2QUAL QUALITY RBV BAND 2 
-
, 
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TABLE 2. (Concluded) 
Field Names Explanation 
R3QUAL QUALITY RBV BAND 3 
M1QUAL QUALITY MSS BAND 1 
M2QUAL QUALITY MSS BAND 2 
M3QUAL QUALITY MSS BAND 3 
M4QUAL QUALITY MSS BAND 4 
M5QUAL QUALITY MSS BAND 5 
n. System contact is determined by the requirements of the host com-
puter. The following procedures are required by NOVA computers and are 
shown for instruction only. (Note: Always depress the Carriage Return -key-
(CR) after each transmission.) . 
U-MINIS 
C - ENTER DATA BASE NAME (6 CHAR.) 
U - LANDSAT 
C ,- >(prompter). 
o. At this point the system is ready to accept the original information 
command on the same line as the prompter. (Note: There are only three 
information commands the system will accept: OBVID, AREA, POINT.) 
1. OBVID - This command will direct the system to produce the 
standard information for the OBVID that is transmitted. The input dialog is: 
C-> 
U - OBVID(XXXX,XXXXX) 
(Note: The X' s are the actual OBVID number.) 
. J!:."ample: 
)DBVID(l')79,15()15) 
1079-15015 1100 
14 
Y004. 35, 73.111,149 76N38 
LONG CC MFR /PORN MODAYR 
37W38 70 20005/ 988101072 
2. AREA - This command wlll direct the system to locate all 
coordltmtes In the rectangular area within the four input coordinates. An input 
dinlog is: 
c .. :-, 
U - AIt~A (same liue as prompter) 
C - ENTER LOWBR LATITUDE: 
U - 30 10 N 
C ~ BNTER UPPER LATITUDE: 
U - 35 N 
S - ENTER 5M \LLER LONGITUDE: 
u - 85 E 
C - ENTER LARGER LONGITUDE: 
U - 8830 E 
C - SET NAMED AREASET EA.") 74 MEMBERS. 
Example: 
>AREA 
ENTE.R LOWER LATITUDE: 
30 10N 
ENTER UPPER LATITUDE: 
35N 
ENTER SMALLER LONGITUDE: 
85E 
ENTER LARGER LONGITUDE: 
88 30E 
---------- - . 
SET NAMED AREASET HAS 74 MEMBERS. 
3. POINT - This command will direct the system to locate all of the 
coordinates that are the same as the input coordinates. The input format is: 
c-> 
U - POINT (same line as prompter) 
C - ENTER LATITUDE: 
U - 28 45 N 
15 
n 
I 
! 
C - ENTER LONGITUDE: 
U - 8115 W 
C - SET NAMED POINTSET HAS 11 MEMBERS. 
Example: 
>POINT 
ENTER LATITUDE! 
28 4~5N 
ENTER LONGITUDE: 
81 :l5!~ 
S~T NAMED POINTSET HAS 11 MEMBERS. 
4. Information by Satellite - Occasionally the user may have a 
requirement for coordinate information for a particular satf'llite (1, 2, or 5) . 
In this event, the dIalog may be: 
C -> 
U - SETl=AREASET.AND.SAT.EQ.X 
(Note: The X designates the satellite number 1, 2, or 5. ) 
Example: 
>SET1=AREASET.AND.SAT.EO.2 
5. Constraints - Constraints are used to "weed out" or by-pass 
unnecessary, unsatisfactory, or unwanted information. They may be applied 
after any prompter from the system. ,he original command for information 
(OBVID, AREA, POINT) is a constraint to the data base. All other constraints 
are applied to the original set. 
The system will recognize latitude and longitude, cloud cover, orbit 
number, OBVID, days since launch, and photo date as constraints. 
For further explanation refer to the AREA example. We will apply 
constraints to the original set. The dialog may be: 
(a) Constraint A: 
C - > 
U - SETl=AREASET.AND. CC. LT. 50 
C - SET NAMED SETI HAS 58 MEMBERS. 
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Example: 
)SET1=AREASET.AND.CC.LT.50 
SET NAMED SETl flAS 
(b) Constraint B: 
C - > 
U - SET2=SET1.AND. DATE.G'.r. 9;30;72 
C - SET NAMED SET2 HAS 39 MEMBERS 
Example: 
58 MEMBERS 
)SET2=SET1.AND.DATE.GT.9130172 
SET NAMED SET2 HAS 39 MEMBERS 
( c) Constraint C: 
C-> 
U - SET3=SET2.AND.DATE. LT. 1;1;73 
C - SET NAMED SET3 HAS 20 MEMBERS. 
Example: 
)SET3=SET2.AND.DATE.LT.11117'3 
SET NAMED 8ET3 HAS 20 MEMBERS 
(d) Constraints combined: The system is designed so that con-
straints may be combined in lieu of separately as previously shown. The 
following example reflects the dialog of combining constraints. 
Example: 
>SE·r:I."·'AI'~EASET. AND. CC:. LT. !'lO. AND, ( (DATE. 8T .11; 30; 72: 
),AND.DATI:::,LT.I;:l.i73l.DR.(DATE FI~CH1 3101173 : 
>nmu :51 ;:;:1. 1 n l ) 
SET NAMED SETl HAS 10 MEMBERS 
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6. Output Reql.lest (List) - At any time after the original set has 
been established, AREA or POINT, the user may have the info=ation listed. 
There are four commands as explained in part d. The following are examples 
of each of these commands. 
(a) SETOUT: 
>SETOllT"'SETl 
SET NAMED SETOUT 
(b) INSERT( LIST) : 
>INSERT(L[STl , 
HAS 58 MEMBERS 
OBSRV'N-IIi orm :'(JI..L • POS 1. ·-4 I_AT LONG CC MFI, IF'OSN MODAYR 
1084-15445 1170 
1085-15494 1184 
:l.085-1550:L :1.184 
1085-15503 1184 
1036-15550 1198 
9201.112~135~158,181 
9303. '77, :t10,143d76 
9303. 78,1l.1d44,177 
9:303. 7(r,:l.12,14~5,178 
9305.174r197r220t243 
(c) INSERTL( LIST): 
>INSERTL (LIST) 
. 
• 
30NJ.7 
33N11 
31N46 
30N20 
34N34 
85W1~, 40 100041 657101572 
85W47 30 100041 6941016'72 
86W13 0 100041 695101672 
86W37 0 100041 696101672 
86W49 40 100041 731101772 
THE SET TO BE OUTPUT SHOUI_Ii BE NAMED 'SETOUT' 
OUTPUT (SETOUT, IDSMEF~, HEDMI~I~, FOI,MER) ------.,. ------. 
IlBSHV' N-Hi ORB rmU_. POS 1,-4 LAT 
1084-15445 U70 9201~112,135,158,181 30N17 
:1.08~~-:L54f'/4 1184 9303. 77rJ.1(),143,176 33Nl1 
1085-15501 :ll84 9303. 78, HI, 1.44, :l77 31N46 
1. 08~i-:I. S::;03 l.184 n03. '79,112,1.45,178 30N2() 
1086 .. 15550 1.19B 9305.174,197,220,243 3·1N34 
lNIIi-1.5553 1198 9305t175y198,221,244 ~,3N09 
( d) OUTPUT: 
( 1) Selected Information: 
-" -.-~ -~- ------_.- -- ~~ 
>DUTPUT (SETOUT, SAT, [lA_SL, HHMMS, C:C, MFRDLL, : 
>MFPOSN,H1QUAL,M2QUAl) 
SAT !lSI... HOUI~S MINU CC MICROFII_M 
'fES SECOND I,OLL NUMflE 
1 084 15445 40 10004 
:l 085 154<14 ~10 10004 
1 085 1550l. 0 100()4 
1- 085 15503 0 10004 
1 08b 13550 40 l.0004 
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LONG CC MFR IF'OSN MODAYF' 
85W13 40 100041 657101572 
85W47 30 100041 694101672 
86W13 0 100041 695101672 
86W37 0 100041 696101672 
86W49 40 100041 731101772 
871.115 30 100041 732101772 
MICROFII_M M1llUAL M2QUAL 
POSITION 
657 2 2 
694 -, ~ 2 
695 ., :2 ~ 
696 4 4 
731 2 2 
"~~-'---I ~,,-----T--- ~. 
( 2) All Information: 
-- -----~----)DUTPUTISETDUT,ALL) ~-
, .. 
. , [I H U L LON PHNlIM DATI~ C ARCH VAL M M M 
A 5 H F, A C 1 2 3 
T L M B T f' P P 
M N a 0 0 
5 II 5 S S 
M N N N 
1. 084 15445 11'70 30N1? 85W13 0 10-"15-72 40 9201. 112 135 158 
1. 08S 15494 :l184 3~,N11 85W4? 0 10-16-72 30 9303. 77 110 143 
1 O!35 15501 1184 31N46 86W13 0 10-16-72 0 9303. 7 Ii.. 111 144 
" 
,iFROLL M I~ l~ M R M I~ R I~ M M M M M S 
4 F E B S r, s J. 2 3 1 2 3 4 5 A 
f" F- G V S M M Q Q Q Cl Cl Cl Q Q T 
0 {J r I 1 0 0 II !J U U U IJ U IJ 2 
,-
., ,. d (J II II II II A A A A A A A A B 
N N N E E L L L l- I- L L L 
lB! lOQ04 6!57 J. 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 2 2 2 4 0 1 
l76 H)(}04 6'14 1 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 0 1 
1 ';)7 l()(I'H ..s(:JoI~ 
.J 1 0 2 0 1. 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 0 1 
7. Terminate - Dialog may be terminated after any system prompt.er 
by transmitting QUIT. The system responds with an R. 
8. Errors - Occasionally mistakes will be made during transmission. 
The system provides three methods to correct them: 
(a) Character Error: When an erroneous character is trans-
mitted, depress the Rub-out k~Y·f';r each character and space through the 
incorrect characters. The system will respond with a backslash, dash, back-
arrow, etc. depending on the terminal device. Continu<3 transmitting on the 
same line for each backslash, dash, etc. See subpart. 3 of part m for ,Rub-out 
key explanation. 
(b) Line Error: When an error is made in transmitting a line 
and before the CR key is depressed, depress the Shiff key andthe-letter·t 
Simultaneously. The system will answer with a backslash, dash, backarrow, 
etc. depending on the terminal device. Continue transmitting on the same line. 
See subpart 2 of part m for Shift L key exp1ariation. 
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(c) Statement Error: Occasionally it may be necessary to 
return to the system starting point. In this event one must depress the 'Control 
key and the letter A simultaneously. The system will respond with an R; then 
one must transmit MINIS. 
V. LAND-USEfCENSUS INSTRUCTIONS 
These detailed instructions are in addition to the system Operl1t!ng 
Instructions in Section lll. The two systems, Land-Use and Census, are COln-
bined because they are bascially similar in atructure and in operation. 
lnstructions are as follows: 
a. The systems are remote, interactive, information retrieval systems 
with mathematical calculation and manipulation capability. 
b. The data bases contain coded alphabetic and numeric data for: 
1. Land-use and natural resources inventory for each UTM cell. 
2. Census! socio-economic information, such as, population, educa-
tion, income, avocation, etc., for each district enumer8.ted in the census. 
c. Information is obtained from the data base by field name (see part j) 
and by the set names which the user assigns to establish sets and subsets. 
d. The system is constructed so that any area (state, county, city, 
region, etc.) may have created either or both of the data bases described in 
part b from the data that are available from the records for that area. 
e. The information shown in the following parts are for instruction 
purposes only. They are actual inquiries into the Land-use and Census Systems 
of the Tennessee State Planning Office. 
f. Control Characters: 
1. Control G - When incorrect data are transmitted that cannot be 
interpreted, tbe system will respond with IRL-XXX (X being the incorrect data) . 
In this event, depress and hold the Control key and type G. The system will 
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respond with ENTEH 10 CODE. The Control G combination may also be used to 
"rcinitiallze" the system (i. e., to return it to a new beginning) after the STOP 
response. 
2. Control S - At any time yc,u desire to cease transmitting, 
depress the Control kdY and type S. This act1.on w1ll force the system to 
respond with a $. You type GO and the program will be restarted. The sys-
tem will respond with ENTER DATA BASE NAME (6 CHAR)" This allows you 
to escape from MINIS and return without reinitializing the system. 
3. Control U - In the event you type a cc,mplete line erroneously, 
depress the Control key and type U. This will delete the complete Hne. The 
system will respond with an @. You begin typing as if starting in Column 1. 
4. Carriage Return - At the completion of each of your instl'llctions 
you must depress the Carriage Return key. This signals the system that you 
have completed that transmission. The system will reply with a ding sound and 
a response to your transmittal. 
5. Rubout - This key when depressed will delete the last character 
typed. The system responds with a backslash (I), Additional depressi-:ms of 
this key will delete each character one-by-one to the start of the line. 
g. Mathematical/ Arithmetic Functions: 
1. The arithmetic operators follow the normal order of precedence 
(exponentiation before multiplication, or division before addition or subtrac-
tion) , except when grouped with parentheses. Parenthetic expressions are 
always evaluated beginning with the innermost set of parentheses. At any level 
of evaluation, operations of the same order of precedence are evaluated from 
right to left. Thus A + B + C is equivalent to A + (B + C). 
The arithmetic operators are listed below, along with their meanings 
and numbers indicating their order of precedence. 
** 
Exponentiation 1 
* 
Multiplication 2 
/ Division 2 
+ Addition 3 
Subtraction 3 
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Examples: 
", 
(a) SET1~HOUSES. GT. 2*( 5+3) 
'rhis function forms the set of records from the data base 
for which the field HOUSES contain a number greater than 16. 
(b) PPLPSM=PPL2HS*HOUSES*2.6 
PPLPSM was first defined as the product of the two fields 
PPL2HS and HOTJSES and the constant 2. 6. Any time PPLPSM is referred to 
in later commands, the number of people per square mile in a cell will be 
calculated by multiplying the number of people per household times the number 
of households in a square meter cell times 2.6. 
2. The system is capable of assigning weight factors to each cell 
in a previously established set. The user assigns point values (+ or -) to the 
required constraints. The system will add or subtract these values for the 
presence or absence of selected attributes. 
Examples: 
(Note: The> is a prompter from the system; the user transmits all 
other information. ) 
(a) >POINTS=O 
>IF GWQUAL. EQ. 1 THEN POINTS=POINTS+lO 
(b) >IF LANFIL. EQ.' S' THEN POINTS=POINTS+10 ElSE 
POINTS~POINTS-10 
h. Several names have been preprogrammed to perform predetermined 
funct:ons when transmitted: 
1. SUMSET - Directs the system to add the values and to list 
automatically the results of the names enclosed in parentheses; i. e., SUMSET= 
(XXXXXX.AND.XXXXXX). The X' s designate the set or field names. 
2. CNGTAX - Directs the system to compute the change in tax rate 
from 1973 to 1974. 
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1. The system will produce a standard format product. If a nonstandard 
format is required (see part p nf Section m), the user must transmit the data 
base names of the iniormatjon required, 1. e. , 
U - OUTPUT( CROWDED, CELLIn, COUNTY, SLOPE, RODFIL, TRAZON) 
The following fields are output for each cell in the set CROWDED. (See 
pari 1 for an example. ) 
CELLID - UTM cell designator 
COUNTY - County Code 
SLOPE - Soil Slope 
RODFIL - Roadfi1l Source 
(TRAZON) - Transportati.on Area Zone 
j. Table 3 gives in separate parts the data base field names which are 
peculiar to the Land-Use System and the Census/ Socio-Economic System. 
(Note: The ,,,/" shown in the Field Name column represents a % sign.) 
k. To contact the system (log-on) is determined by the rec,uirements of 
the hJst computer. The following procedures are required by the Datacraft 602<; 
compuL~r and are sl:own for instruction only. 
When contact is made \lith the Datacraft tl:a computer will: 
C-$ 
U - EXEC OLDMAN 
C - ENTER DATA BASE NAME (6 CHAR) 
U - LNDUSE (or CENSUS) 
C - >(prompter) 
Example: 
$EXEC OLDMAN 
ENTER DATA BASE NAME (6 CHAR) 
LNDUSE 
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TABLE 3. DATA BASE FIELD NAMES FOR LAND-USE/ CENSUS 
SOCIO-ECONOMIC SYSTEMS 
Land-Use System 
ttlNE~tl 
CELLID 
·'(juS =S 
?PL2,S 
~tllJNry 
uEVOIS 
:)M~A 
:;tl~G 
~E~SJS 
SfllL 
ilVEi 
3ASI~ 
3CHC}:JL 
:JW~Ei 
~A)JU31 
-A'~U32 
3L:lP= 
DEPT, 
~E~M:: 
AASfP 
3E"r 1c 
LA~F[L 
rtl?S~L 
'ltlUFlL 
JWJUAL 
3WQUAN 
3WQUAN 
:-L DliJO 
SWQUAL 
:;E'~WAT 
::ENS=W 
AIflp~T 
=CClG=(j 
'"qsI rE 
~ArUiL 
3EOCAR 
'tlAD; 
~A~sr 
::ASTIN 
~Cl'T'N 
JRi:l;!jN 
rRA;!:JN 
"L:lP=X 
FIELD TITLE 
UTM i!flNE NUMBER, 
UTM CELL OESIGNAT(jR, 
NUMBER tlF tlOCUPIED H(JUSEHeLOS, 
PFClPLF PER HOUSEHeLD, 
CeuNTY ceDE, 
DEVELePMENT DISTRICT, 
STANDARD METRtlPtlLITAN STATISTICAL AREA, 
TFNNESSFE ceNGRESSInNAL OISTRICT, 
CENSUS C(JIJNTY DISTRICT, 
S~JL ASS(jCIATItlN GRClUP, 
RIVER BASIN ceDE, 
RIVER BA';IN C~DE, (T(JGETHER WITH RIVERI 
EDUCATltl~AL FACILITY, 
tlWNERSHIP, 
PRIMARY LAND USE eF CELL, 
SECnNDARY LAND USE, 
snIL SL(lPE, 
DEPTH TO AEBReCK, 
P!=RMEABILlTV, 
ENGINEERING CLASS, 
SEPTIC TANK LIMITS, 
LANDFILL LIMITS, 
TI'lPStlIL S(JUIiCE, 
R~ADFILL S(jUf;\CE, 
GROU~n WATER QUALITY, 
GRflUNO WATER QUANTITY, 
SURFACE WAT6R QUANTITY, 
100 YEAR PRtlBABILITY eF FLtleD, 
SURFAr.E wATER QUALITy PRtlBLEMS, 
CENTRAL WATER SYSTEM AVAILABLE, 
CENTRAL SEW6R SYSTEM AVAILABLE, 
AIRPORT, 
EC~N~MIC GE6LtlGY, 
HISTeRIC SITES PRESFNT, 
~ATURAL AREAS PRESENT, 
GEtlLeRICAL GMARACTERISTICS, 
R~AD CHARACTERISTICS" 
KARST FEATU~Es PRESENT, 
EASTING, 
Nt'lRTHING, 
URBAN AREA ileNE 
T~ANSPtlRTATJ~N AREA ~nNE 
SLUPE MULTIPLIER 
TABLE 3. (Continued) 
Census/ Socio-Economic System 
PflR70 
SQ'II_E 
~pSQ~ 
;>A G04 
JpAG04 
PA G514 
JPAG514 
PA1524 
JpA::.524 
I'A4554 
JpA2534 
PA 3544 
JP A3544 
PA 4564 
JP A4564 
P A b5 Jp 
JP A6?U? 
PAGA~L 
Pw loll T E 
IPWHIT:, 
FNt;jNA 
Jpr>Jtl~W 
PMALE 
JPI1A:.E 
PFEHAL 
JPF'E~AL 
f~lL Vs 
fAVI~C 
fPtlfl~ 
IFPtlJR 
r0.59'9 
IFU3';99 
F4o)9 99 
IF46799 
1'7 9999 1F79999 
F101 49 
IFl0149 
r1='249 
IF15249 
F25lF 
IF 25Jp 
FIELD TITLE 
1970 TflTAL RGPULATIflN 
NUMBER flF SQUARE MILES 
PBPULATIflN RER SQUARE MILE 
PflPULATlflN AGE 0 TB 4 YEARS 
PERCENT PI!lPDLATIfli'< A<i.E 0 Tfl 4 YEARS 
PtlPULATIflN AGE 5 Tfl 1<4 yEARS 
PERCENT POPULATION AGE 5 TO 14 YEARS 
PBPULATIflN AGE 15 Ta 24 YEARS 
PFRCENT P6PULATIflN AGE 15 Tfl 24 yEARS 
PBPULATIflN AGE 25 Ttl 34 Y~ARS 
PERCENT PBPULATlflN AGE 25 T~ 34 YEARS 
PBPULATIflN AGE 35 Tfl 44 YEARS 
peRCENT POPULATIflN AGE 35 TO 44 YEARS 
pepULATION AGE 45 Te 64 YEARS 
PERCENT P6POLATIflN 45 Tfl 64 YEARS 
PBPULATIflN AGE 65 YEARS AND fiVER 
PFRCENT P6PULATIflN 65 YEARS AND flVER 
PBPULATIdN ALL AGeS 
WHITE PflPOLATION 
PERCENT WHITE POPULATiON 
NONWHITE POPULATItlN 
PERCENT NONWHITE P~PULATIflN 
HALE PflPULATlu~ 
PERCENT MALE PflPULATIflN 
FEMALE PflPULATIflN 
PERCENT FEMALE PflPULATION 
TflTAL NUHBER flF FAMILIES 
MEDIAN FAMILY INcflME 
FAMILIES BELOW POVERTY LEVEL 
PERCENT FAHILIES BELaw P~VERTY LEVEL 
FAMILIES WITH INCOME $0 Tn 3999 
PERCENT FAMILIES WITH INCOME $0 TO 3999 
FAMILIES WITH INCOME $4000 Tfl 6999 
PERCENT FAHILIES WITH INCOME $4000 Tfl 6999 
FAMILIES WITH INCO~E $7000 To 9999 
PERCENT fAMILIES WITH INCOME $7000 TO 9999 
FAMILIES WITH INCtlME $10000 TO 14999 
PERCENT FAMILI~S WIT~ INCOME $10000 TO 14999 
FAMiLIES WITH INCOME $15000 TO 24999 
PERCENT FAMILIES WITH INCOME $15000 TO 24999 
FAMILIES WITH INCBME $25000 ANU oVER 
PFRCENT FAMILIES WITH INCOME $25000 AND OVER 
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tJFAH .. y~ 
flFAVIN j'JFPtl!lR 
INFP::Jtl, 
l.Atltli 
C I VUB 
rlUME~P 
"NEM' 
IUNE~P 
F-MPA3R 
IEMPAG~ 
EMPMAN 
IEMP~A~ 
EMPN~N 
JEMP~M~ 
l'JLABjR 
NCVLAB 
NN:JE~P 
NUNE~P 
INUN=M? 
flGFFIM 
JAGF;-I~ 
r1A\lFCT 
JMANFeT 
Ctl"iSTR 
IcONsn 
TRCMJT 
JTRC~UT 
TRAD-: 
IT RA OE 
~VAILl 
AVA I L2 
f II N ~E 
IFII'IRO' 
')ERVIC 
ISER'IC 
EDuCq 
IEDu:Ar 
PU8ADM 
IPUBAG~ 
PA25Jp 
AVG5GH 
rI fj'( R 5 
INtlns 
'IR S1/ 
IY~S17 
YRSa 
lyRSS 
YR::i911 
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TABLE 3. ( Continued) 
TllIAL NUMBER tlF NEGRflFAMIuES 
MEDIAN NEGRO FAMILY INCOME 
NeGRtl FAMIL~ES BELtlw PtlVERTY LEVEL 
PERCENT NEGRtl FAMILlES BELtlW PtlVeRTY LEVEL 
TOTAL LAB~R FoRCe 
CIVILIAN LABoR FtlRCE 
EMPLOYMENT NUMBER 
NUMBER UNEMRLOYED 
PERCENT UNEMPUlYE.D 
NUMBER EM~LOYED IN AGRicULTURE 
PERCENT EMPLtlYED IN AGRICllLTURE 
NUMAER EMPLOYED IN MANUFACTURING 
PERCENT EMPLtlYED IN MANUFACTURING 
NUMBER EMPLOYED IN NtlNMANUFACTURING 
PERCENT EMPLtlYED IN NtlNMANUFAcTURING 
ToTAL NEG~tl LABOR FORCE 
NEGRtl CIV!LfAN LABOR FtlRCE 
NEGRtl EMPLtlVMENT NUMBER 
NEGRO NUMBER UNEMPLOYED 
'--PERCENT NEGRtl UNEHPLtlYEn -------
Ne, EMPLtlYE~ BY AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, FISHERIES, M 
PERCENT EMPLOYED BY AGRICULTURE, FtlRESTRy, FISHER!E 
NUMBER EMPLtlYED BY MANUFACTuRING 
PERCENT EMPLOYED BY MANUFACTURING 
NUMBER EMPLGYED By ceNSTRUCTltlN 
PFRCENT EMPLOYED BY CONSTRUCTION 
NUMBER EMPL~YED BY TRAN~PORTATltlN,COMMUNICATleNS,UT 
PERCE~T EMPLOOYED BY TRANSPORTATXON,CtlMMUNICATI6NS, 
NUMBER EMP~OYED BY TRADE 
PERCENT EMP~eYED BY TRADE 
THIS FIELD NUMBER IS AVAILABLE FtlR A NEW FIELD 
THIS FIELD IS AVAILABLE FOR A NEW FIELD 
NUMBER EMPL@YED BY FINANCE, INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE 
PERCENT EMPLOYED BY FINANCE, INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE 
NUMBER EHP~~YED BY SERVICE INDUSTRIES 
PERCENT EMPLOYED BY SERVICE INDUSTRIES 
NUMBER EMPLOYED BY EDUCATION 
PFRCENT EMPLtlYED BY EDUCATltlN 
NUMBER EMPL~YED BY PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PFRCENT EMPltlYED BY PUBLiC ADMINISTRATION 
PnpULATION 25 YEARS AND tlVER 
MEDIAN SCHO@L YEARS COMPLETED 
NO SCHOOL YEARS COMPLETED 
p~RCENT Ne SCHOOL YEARS COMpLETED 
1 TO 7 YEARS nF SCHOO~ COMPLETED 
PERCENT 1 T~ 7 YEARS OF SCHetlL CtlMPLETED 
a YEARS tlF SCHOOL COMPLETED 
PF.RcENT a YEARS OF SCHoel cnMPLETED 
HIGH SCHoel, 1 Ttl 3 YEARS COMPLETED 
lyil5911 
YR S12 
IY~S12 
YR SU1:; 
lyllS1315 
YR~f6· -
J';' R516 
IJp25 Jp 
NAV5SH 
tJNtly,S 
INNOYRS 
ttoJSi'S 
UNIT1 
JU'<I Tl 
UNITS 
IU~ITS 
MdI~E 
JMtlBILE 
aCCIjPD 
tlW~OCC 
JOWN 'CC 
RENf)::C 
JREN:JCC 
f'lOfiLJM 
JNtlP~U'1 
CRtlWDD 
JCROt/DD 
AVGVAL 
AVoIE~T 
NN~LJM 
IN·'<PLU'1 
i'JctlOtlo 
JNCR~WO 
NAVVAL 
f'JAVR~T 
SOILA 
JStlb.A 
SI.'lIU 
Is(lI~B 
51.'liLC 
JS(lI~C 
JSTE~P 
_A~DJl 
JLANDU1 
.AND v2 
JLANDU2 
.A NOJ3 
ILANOU3 
CpIlp70 
CpClp 60 
/ 
i j 
/ 
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TABLE 3. (Continued) 
;/PERCENTHfGi;! SCH!.'lOL;-{TI.'l~ 3-yEARS· COMPLETE-O 
JHIGH SCHtl8L. 4 YEARS CI.'lMPLETED 
. PERCENT HIGH SC!~ML, 4 YEARS CtlMPLETED 
I C~LLEGE, 1 TO 3 YEARS CI.'lHPLETED 
/ PERCENT CtlLLEGE, 1 TO 3 YEARS CI.'lHPLETED 
, C~LLEGE. 4 'tEARS t'lR MORE:~cerHPLETED---· 
PERCENT C~LLEGE. 4 YEARS ~R MORE CI.'lMPLETED 
N~GRI.'l PflPOLATltlN 25 YEARS AND t1VER 
NEGRO MEDIAN SCHI.'lOL YEARS COMPLETED 
NEGRI.'l Nfl SCMO~L YEARS CI.'lHPLETED 
PFRCENT NEGRO Nfl SCHOOL YEARS COMPLETED 
rflTAL Hl'lUSING UNITS 
flNE UNIT STRUCTURES 
PERCENT ONE UNIT STRUNCTURES 
TWO UNITS I.'lR MORE 
PERCENT TWO UNITS OR MORE 
MflBILF HOMES 
PERCENT HtlSfLE HOMES 
THTAL f)CCUPIED UNITS 
t1WNER I.'lCCOPIED UNITS 
PFRCENT OWNER OCCOPIED U~ITS 
RENTER t1CCUPIED UNITS 
PERCENT R6NTER flCCUPIED UNITS 
UNITS LACKING PLUMBING FACILITIES 
PERCENT UNITS LACKING PLUMBINr. FACILITIES 
l'lVERCROWDED VNiTS 
PERCENT OVERCROWDED UNITS 
MEDIAN HI.'lUSE VALUE 
MEDIAN CONTRACT RENT 
NEGRO UNITS LACKING PLUMBING FACILITIES 
P~RCENT NEG~tl UNITS LACKING PLUMBING FACILITIES 
NEGRO eVER CROWDED UNITS 
PERCENT NEGRO OVERCROWDED UNITS 
NFGRI.'l MEDIAN HOUSE VALUE 
NEGRO MEDIAN CtlNTRACT RENT 
MAJI.'lR SOIL ASSOCIATIONS CAT, A 
PERCENT SftiL CAT~GORY A 
MAJOR Sflll ASSOC~ATII.'lNS CAT, B 
PERCENT SOIL CATEGORY B 
MAJflR SI.'lIL ASSOCIATIONS CAT, C 
PERCENT S~lL CATEGORY C 
PERCENT OF LAND WITH EXCESSIVE SLOPE 
MAJOR LAND USES CAT, 1 
PERCENT LANBUSE CATEGORy 1 
MAJOR LAND OSE CAT, 2 
PERCENT LAND USE CATEGORY 2 
MAJOR LAND OSE CAT, 3 
pERCENT LAND USE CATEGORY 3 
1970 COUNTY POPULATION 
1q6Q COUNTY POPULATII.'lN 
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CH4N3E 
JCf.iA~GE 
"ArC~G 
MIGRAT 
Ep::lp73 
EptlP80 
/:P t:lP9 0 
CLABJR 
CU\jE~P 
JC,UN=MP 
Cetp~N 
JCEM"M~ 
CE'IP~M 
JCEM':>N~ 
CSF'E~P 
JC:.iF"=M" 
CF"AR~ 
JCFA'lM 
JF"AR~L·~D 
fA>lMii 
AvSltE 
"ALP,tj 
{AL.~:::R 
COMMIN 
COMClJT 
;Cl'~N=T 
CNTn 
~CNTY1 
CNTy~ 
J'le'llT Y2 
CNTy 3 
i'lCNTY3 
CNly4 
NCNTY'! 
TAXR73 
,ASSV4L 
~CTVAL 
5C"iCl:JL 
SR!,lI3H 
,ADA 
f:XPpJP 
i'NUDIS 
C !TY 
CeDiI' 
COClNTy 
fAXR74 
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TABLE 3. (Concluded) 
Cf:lUN1'y POPULATION CHAN'GE- S'iNCE 1960 ---
PERCENT COUNTy POPULATION CHANGE SINCE 1960 
NATURAL PClPUl~TIClN CHANG~S 
MIGRATION PClPUlATIClN CHANGES 
ESTIMATED 1273 CClUNTY POPUlATIClN 
ESTIMATED 19.80 COUNTY PClPUlATION 
""ESTI-'1A TED 'I9<fo COUNTY-'PClPULA'rl elN 
C~uNTY TOTAL CIVILIAN WClRK FClRCE 
COUNTy UNEMRlOYMENT 
PF.RCENT CClU~Tv UNEMPLClYM~NT 
ef:lUNTy MANURAcTURING EMPLOYMENT 
PFRCENT COUNTy MANUF"ACTURING EMPLClYMENT 
Cf:lUNTY NONMANUFACTURING EMPLOYMENT 
PERCENT CMUNTY NONMANUF"ACTURING EMPlClYMENT 
CfJUNTY SELF'~EMPLOYEO 
PERC~NT Cf:lUNTy SELF"-EMPLOYED 
Cf:lUNTY FARM EMPLOYMENT 
PERCENT CfJUNTy F"ARM EMPLtlYMENT 
PFRCENT tlF' TtlTAl LAND IN FARM ACERAGE 
Tf:lTAL NUMAER OF FARMS 
AVERAGE FARM Si2E IN ACRES 
TnTAL MARKET VALUE elF AGR,. PRCl, SClLD/10QOUO 
AVERAGE MARKET VALUE PER ACRE 
CClUNTY COMMUTER POPULATIt:lN GAIN 
CfJUNTY COMMOTER POPULATIClN LOSS 
COUNTY COMMOT~R POPU~ATION NET GAIN OR ~ClS~ 
MAJOR COUNTY COMPOSING NET N~, 1 
NUMAER COMMUTING COUNTY 1 
MAJOR COUNTY COMPOSING NET NO, 2 
NIJMBER COMMUTING COUNTY 2 
MAJOR COUNTY CClMPOSING NET NO, 3 
NUMBER COMMUTUNG COUNTY 3 
MAJOR COUNTY. COMPOSING NET NO, 4 
NliMBER COMMOT ING COUNTY 4 
1973 COUNTY TAX RATE 
TOTAL ASSESSED COONTY PR~PERTY VALUE/1000000 
ESTIMATED ACTUAL cOUNTY PROPERTY VALUE/100UOOO 
COUNTY ELEMeNTARy AND SECONDARY SCHClO~S 
COUNTY HIGH SCHOOLS 
COUNTY AVERAGE DAILY ATTENDANC~ 
COUNTY EXPENDITURES PFR PUPIL IN A,O,A, 
ENUMERATION DISTRICT 
C I TV 
COUNTY CENSUS DIVISION 
COUNTy 
1974 CClUNTY TAX RATE 
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1. From this point the user must assign names to the sets and subsets 
as nece~sary. The transmittals are on the same line as the prompter. 
1. Land-Use System - To better illustrate the operation of this 
system it is assumed that the user has the following request for information: 
• What is the population per square mile? 
.. How many UTM cells has a population per square mile from 
75 through lOa? 
.. List the cells, county, people per household, number of 
occupied households, and population per square mile. 
.. Is snfficient wate): available in quality and quantity, and is 
a school in the cell ? 
.. What is the cor.dition of the cells for landfills and septic 
tanks? 
.. List the results . 
• What are the total points and the number of occupied 
households? 
.. List all data for county 189. 
The following is a step by step dialog and explanation of this request. 
(a) What is the population per square mile? 
U - PPLPSM=PPL2HS*HOUSES*2.6 
The system will compute the population per square mile 
(PPLPSM, user assigned set name) from the people per household (PPL2HS, 
from the data base). the number of occupied households (HOUSES, from the 
data br.se). and a constant 2. 6 (1 sq. Ian cell * 2. 6 sq. kID per sq. mile). 
(b) How many UTM cells have a population per square mile from 
75 through 100 ? 
U - CROWDED=PPLSPSM FROM 75 THRU 100 
29 
The system will locate and count the data and will automatically print the 
results. CROWDED is a user-assigned subset name; PPLPSM is the name the 
user assigned to the original set. 
C - SET NAMED CROWDED HAS 28 MEMBERS. 
(c) List the UTM cells (CELLID), county (COUNTY), people 
per household (PPL2HS), number of occupied households (HOUSES), and 
population per square mile (PPLPSM) of the subset named CROWDED. (Names 
in parenthesis are data base field names, except PPLPSM) . 
30 
U - OUTPUT(CROWDED, CELLID, COUNTY, PPL2HS, . 
HOUSES, prLPSM) 
Example: 
>PPLPSM=PPL2HS*HOUSEs*e.6 
>CRoclOSD=PPL?SM MON 75 TH!m 100 
SET NAl1BD C'W,IDED HAS 28 MEW3ERS 
/. 
>OUTPUTC CRO;lDED.CELLr D, COTJ~TY·. PPL2HS, '-lOUSES. PPLPSM>' 
The system will respond as follows: 
trrM' CELL DESIGN CO'JNTY CODE PEOPLE PE1. 
ATOft. HOfJSEHOLD. 
SE!'i9138 III 3de 
SZR9139 III 3.20 
SER9?38 III J. Ie 
SER9S36 III 3.00 
SER9932 I I I 3.03 
SE!t6412 159 3·10 
SZR6912 159 3. I 13 
SER9116 159 2.ge 
SE!l9215 159 2 .. 90 
SER972 I 159 2·9\? 
SER9823 159 2.9\'1 
SE!191321 1'59 2·99 
SE!19922 159 2.9111 
5ER9924 159 2.90 
SE!1G:127 165 J .113 
SER6237 165 3.10 
SE!l632!! 165 3.10 
SE~73a7 169 3. J e 
s'ER7425 169 3.113 
5ER772.5 169 3.113. 
5 F'1'l3 76'1 175 3.213 
SFC3555 IB,5 3.10 
SrQ3668 185 3 •. 10 
SFQ4264 165 3·4e 
5E36013 . 169 3.ae 
SER6517 169 3.20 
SEn7214 189 J .2 P-
SE11.7712' IB9 3.20 
N'lM3Ett OF 
OCC'J?I;;O H 
OUSEHOL!)!; • 
II 
II 
. II 
I I 
12 
II 
10 
12 
II 
' 12 
I" 
II 
13 
II 
II 
10 
II 
II 
10 
10 
12 
II 
II 
9 
II 
1O 
I" 
12 
F'PL?SM 
88.66a" 
85.80~:J 
SB .660r. 
65.B~210 
93.6Z:30 
88.660:i 
I Be.62~!i! 
90'.480C 
82.9403 
913.4800 t 
75 .4~B0 i 
82·9409 
98.01239 
82,.9""2 
69.6633 
SA. 62!3.e 
86.66010 
65:6602 
B\3.t:~R2I 
813.600'0 
99:6430 
M.660e 
85. 5~00 
79.561321 
91.S2e.a 
'83.21303 
83.~0~0 
99.643P.' 
· .. 
(d) Is sufficient water available (quality and quantity) in the 
CROWDED cells, and is there a school in each cell? 
C - > 
U - POINTS=O 
C-> 
U - IF GWQUAL. EQ. 1 THEN POINTS=POINTS+10 
C-> 
U - IF GWQUAN. EQ. 1 THEN POINTS=POINTS+l5 
C -> 
U - IF SWQUAN. EQ. 2 THEN POINTS=POINTS+20 
C - > 
U - IF SCHOOL. NE. THEN POINTS=POINTS+5 
This dialog establishes a weighting criteria. The user named a subset 
POINTS. When the criteria of the IF commands are met, the designated points 
are added to POINTS; otherwise, no points are added. GWQUAL (ground water 
quality), GWQUAN (ground water quantity), SWQUAN (surface water quantity), 
and SCHOOL (education facility) are taken from the data base. 
Example: 
>POINTS=O 
>IF GWQUAL .EQ. 1 THEN POINTS=POINTS+10 
>IF GWQUAN .EQ. 1 THEN POINTS=POINTS+15 
>IF SWQUAN .EQ. 2 THEN POINTS=POINTS+20 
>IF SCHOOL .NE.' 'THEN POINTS=POINTS+5 
(e) What is the condition of the cells for landfills and septic 
tanks? List the results of the above constraints. 
C -> 
U - IF LANFIL. EQ. I S' THEN POINTS=POINTS+lO 
ELSE POINTS=POINTS-10 
C - > 
U - IF SEPTIC. EQ. I S' THEN POINTS=POINTS+15 
ELSE POINTS=POINTS-l,). 
31 
This IBalog Is slmlla r to par t (d) except. when the IF command <'on -
stralnts are not met~ poLnts are Bubt!:.acted Crom POINTS as designated by the 
command. Land-f1ll limits (LANFIL) and s eptic tank limits (SEPTIC) are taken 
from the data base . 
To have t he Lnformatlon Hsted. the use r wl11: 
C - > 
Example: 
>POINTS=O 
- OUTP UT (CROWDED,CELLID.COU TY . GWQ AL, 
GWQUA , SWQUAN, SCHOOL, LANFIL, SEPTIC, POINTS) 
> IF LANFIL .EO. 'S' THEN POINTS=POINTS+l0 
> IF SEPTIC .EO. 'S' THEN POINTS=i'OINTS+15 ELSE POINTS=POINTS·l 0 
>OUTPUT (CROWDED,CELLID,COUNTY,GWOUAL,GWOUAN,SWOUAN, 
SCHOOL,: 
> LANFIL , SEPTIC, POINTS) 
The results of the subset named OUTP T applled to the origLnal set 
CROWDED would be: 
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'",1"1 CEL.L DE COUNTY 
SJGNA~ Oq. coot. 
5!R9Il!5 III 
S!,Q91l 9 III 
~£I!t92]8 III 
SrQ95J 6 III 
SER993 2 III 
SER8<t 12 159 
SEn8~ '2 159 
t;£n9 11 t; 159 
. StR9215 159 
S!,Q 972I 15. 
SEtt982 CJ I ~. 
SER9821 15. 
5rQ9S22 to. 
5 £f{9924 15. 
SER6 127 16S 
SEQ6231 16' 
S£'l6326 16' 
5£1732 7 169 
SE:l742S 16. 
SER1725 I ~. 
Sf')376'.1 175 
SfOJ565 18. 
S tf)J 66S 1 8~ 
S n)l~ 2 64 19. 
SER!0 1] ". 
5t " 6517 IS. 
Srq:72 14 IS ' 
S£R7 7 12 I.' 
0 Q 
v 
" 
• Q U U 
A A 
L N 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2 
3 2 
3 2 
3 2 
3 2 
3 2 
3 2 
J 2 
3 2 
3 2 
J 2 
3 2 
J 2 
J 3 
J 2 
3 2 
3 2 
3 2 
I 2 
2 I 
2 2 
I 2 
3 I 
3 I 
3 2 
3 2 
• S L II C A 
0 ~ N 
U 0 , 
A 0 I 
S L L 
3 
" 3 H 
3 
" 3 
" 3 H 
6 , B 
6 B 
3 9 
J B 
2 0 
2 9 
2 B 
2 M 
2 
" J H 
~ H 
J 8 
J B 
6 • 3 H 
3 S 
J S 
3 5 
J 5 
• • 6 9 
• • 6 • 
S 
• ? 
T 
I 
C 
" H 
H 
" H 
B 
3 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
H 
M 
5 
" B 
9 
0 
M 
:1 
H 
S 
M 
• 9 
• a 
~Ol tn'S 
, . 
- 2£ .£ t88 
-2e. "ee, 
-2P.4IJpep 
- 23. CHI3' 
- 2e .'U 01Z 
- 2e.0321e 
- 2A. ~"'3 ;J 
-2e .e'~! 
-20 . 8'~~ 
~ . 0I!1e' 
3 . e1!'0e 
13 . 8i!ee 
0 . 0e02 
'0. ~eJllle 
5. 13221 
-22.0eee· 
-20.fteeZ 
- 23 . C:"09 
- 2e. 3221 
-29 . '3"'" 
10 . "'010 
15 01"""e 
'25.031' e 
le. O~00 
-5 . . . .. 
-:, ..... . 
· u .en' 
"'11.eH' 
(r) What are the total pomts acc umulated and the numbers of 
occupIed households? Ust all data for county 189. 
C - > 
U - SUMPTS=SUMSET( CROWDED, POINTS) 
C - SUMPTS= -26 5.0000 
C - > 
U - SUMHOU=SUMSET( CROWDED, HOUSES) 
- S MHOU~ 306,0000 
C - > 
U - SETl89=CROWDED. AND. COU TY=189 
C - SET NAMED SETl89 HAS 4 MEMBERS 
C - > 
U - OUTPUT( SETl89 ,,,LL) 
This dialog utilIzes the SUMSET feature. SUMPTS ( use r assigned) , 
SUMSET Is preprogrammed to add the results of subset POINTS In the orIginal 
set CROWDED and automatically to list the results , SUMHOU (user assigned) , 
same as above SUMSET, except tha t SUMHOU adds the occupIed households 
(HOUSES). SET1 89 (user assIgned) Is subset nam e fo r the lnforrnation 
requested in t he origInal set CROWDED for county 189 . OUTPUT all data in 
the data base for county 189. 
Example: 
- ' 
.,. ..,.,. , .,tmSncc"ovoc.f'Oltn'I I 
'MOT' · -In .''''Ir. "'''"IO'J . s ~n~SET CC'tO"Jt)~D .Ho'nes ) 
WI'O(01J )16."UI'I 
" 
.,eT 119 -e'OVMD . 11.)10. CO'JIfTY .to. 'u , 
Sty _"£0 sn "' , A, • MJ:l1DnS 
1>O'JTPUfUlT "".ALL) 
t tit" :IL 
" • 
c: D S C e , , . , 0 • L':)' ''JI..T ~ o I. otllO 0 • o r: II 0 • 0 I A C V A A L J: EAr: A 0 0 N NAfo' . 
" • " 
y •• II , Y • " • • " , p ~ , ~ H P 0 
• • 
, N 0 A C , • • I 0 • 'J II " T .. M T , , , 
• • " 
T I 
" 
, .. , , S tHt011 o , 
• 
, , T , 
• • I • c: L L L 
16 S~' 6111I J 
" 
1 . 2 ' 119 " S " 
" Vl. 
, . 
" 
.. .. 10 0 · 018 " 
16 S r:"IUI' II ) . 1' ''1' " ."J " 2 ' '"'It , . •• " " CSHG 3 ." " 16 ' ["1121. II ,.u ..... , . 1'\' T~ • • " 
., ., c: , .. C a , r p 
16 !tIIl n ll 
" 
l .I ' I" .. I .. " TIl • •• II " C I • • • • ,. 
• • • r • e c • • • II • • ". t 
' N U 'T' " 
• y • • v • • I C I , A • 0 A A 0 
, 
• L 
• 0 0 0 • • II • 0 
, T 0 A • 
, 
• • • 0 
• u U I U V 
, 
• • I U e 0 
, T T % , • 
• A A • A A • • t T • • 
, T I • 0 0 • 
• • • • • T V T • • • • • • • • • 
, I • r • T r • • 'A 0 • .. " • , I 4 r • T • • • •• • 
,
" " • , 2 • 
, 
• T 
, ,
• OL • 
, ,. ..
-. , 
• • r • 
, r • • oc: • 
, 
" " • 
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2. Census/Socio-Economic Systems - The operation of the Census 
System is the same as the Land-Use System except that the data base field 
names are different. A detailed explanation is not given, but an example is 
given. An extra feature is utilized, defini.tion of a variable named CNGTAX 
(preprogrammed). This name will automatically compute the tax rate change 
from 1973 to 1974, utilizing the datu base TAX73 and TAX74 fields. 
Example: 
>CNGTAX=TAXR73·TAXR74 
>OUTPUT (CTY21,CNGTAX,TAXR73,TAXR74) 
CNGTAX 1973 COUNTY TAX RATE 1974 COUNTY TAX RATE 
m. Errors 
·.4r; 
·.45 
·.45 
·.45 
·.45 
3.70 
3.70 
3.70 
3.70 
3.70 
4.15 
4.15 
4.15 
4.15 
4.15 
1. Character Error - When an erroneous character is transmitted, 
depress the Rubout key for each character and space through the incorrect 
character. The system will respond with a backslash, dash, backarrow, etc. 
depending on the terminal device. Continue transmitting on the same line, 
beginning with the incorrect character. See f of Section V for Rubout key 
explanation. 
Example: 
>IF GWQUAL.EQ.1 THHE EN POINTS=PO!NTS+10 
2. Line Error - When an error is made in transmitting a complete 
line and before the CR key is depressed, depress the Control key and the letter 
U simultaneously. The system will respond with an asterisk. Continue trans-
mitting on the same line as if beginning in column 1. See part f of Section V 
for the explanation of Control U. 
Example: 
>CTY21=@CTY21=COUNTY .EQ.21 
34 
3. Statement Error - Occasionally ii may be necessary to return 
to the starting point. In this event, depress the Control key and the letter S 
simultaneously. The system will respond with a $. You then transmit GO. 
The system will respond with ENTER DATA BASE NAME (6 CHAR). 
Example: 
>IF %FEMAL .GT. 50 THEN POINTS=POINTS+5 
ENTER DATA BASE NAME (6 CHAR) $GO 
n. Land-Use Output Examples 
1. 
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UTI'I HieD 
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.;1 
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"{~ ~i. 
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o. Census Output Examples 
1. County Poverty ~"','Jrmation 
;i:LI'ICr~Ptll)t-II" + FI"'OOf~ 
;.BLPF:T=:ilLnCF + COUI'IT~' • [Id. 169 
C,I::i IlfU'IUI IU'F:T hI,S ::: I'IENB[R:3 
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2. Mobile Home Data 
> SET=%r'lDB I LE. I:>T. 15 
SET NAMED SET HAS 25 MEMBERS 
>OUTPUT (SET, COUrH',', EriUD IS, POP7 0, %t10BILE, r'mBlLE, HOUSES) 
COUNT'''' ENUt'1ERftTlON 1970 TOTAL PERCENT MOB MOBILE HOM TOTAL HOUS 
21 0007 1681 
21 0009 106f':' 
21 0012 706 
41 0004 90 
41 (1009 1070 
41 uOl1 689 
:::5 0006 664 
125 0044 2029 
147 0010 953 
149 0029 1004 
149 0047 306 
149 001';! 1189 
149 0004 2825 
149 0011 539 
161 0013 547 
161 0014 870 
161 0008 40 
161 0009 942 
165 0056 86 
165 0029 :336 
165 0030 507 
3, Population Data 
( a) 
21 ·+0. 'J 
-I 1 (I. I;) 
::'3 ;::':2. 1 
U~:, ll ... :,;: 
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It,'} ... , ..... ';',':<. ;:.> 
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16.6 
17.2 
1:3.4 
64.3 
1'3.6 
16.9 
21. 7 
15.7 
17.8 
23.5 
26.6 
21.9 
16. 1 
53.0 
39.5 
16. 1 
20. (I 
16.3 
1'~. 4 
1.8.7 
27.9 
'SI~51~' 
Ij 
;~lU:~; 
')~~") 
1~.259 
;'::2';'6 
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474:3 
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i:)::,45 
82 
57 
34 
153 
1 09 
89 
44 
65 
149 
81 
29 
93 
137 
114 
68 
50 
5 
66 
6 
20 
50 
28 1 !..:I 
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J ~19[1 
:~a7 
'~129 
-2270 
1~82~t 
494 
332 
185 
238 
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203 
413 
838 
344 
109 
425 
853 
215 
172 
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(b) 
CENSUS 
>CTY21=COUNTY .EQ. 21 
SET NAMED CTY21 HAS 14 MEMBERS 
>POINTS=O 
>IF PNONW .LT. 20 THEN POINTS=POINTS+1 
>1 F %PNONW .L T. 20 THEN POINTS=POINTS+2 
>1 F %PFEMAL .GT. 50 THEN POINTS=POINTS+5 ELSE POINTS=POINTS-5 
>1 F %F15249 .GT. 40 THEN POINTS=POINTS+3 
>IF FAVINC .GT. 10000 THEN POINTS=POINTS+4 
>IF NFAVIN .GT. 10000 THEN POINTS=POINTS+6 
>IF %UNEMP .LT. 5 THEN POINTS=POINTS+7 
>IF AVGSCH .GT. 8 THEN POINTS=POINTS+8 ELSE POINTS=POINTS: 
>-5 
>IF %UNITS. GT. 10 THEN POINTS=POINTS·5 
>IF %NOPtuM. GT. 2 THEN POINTS=POINTS-10 
>OUTPUT (CTY21,COUNTY,ENUDIS,PNONW,%PNONW,%PFEMAL,%F15249,%UNEMP) 
COUNTY ENUMERATI NONWHITE PERCENT N PERCENT F PERCENT F PERCENT U 
ON DISTRI POPULATIO ONWHITE P EMALE POP AMILIES W NEMPLOYED 
CT N OPULATION ULATION ITH INCOM 
E $15000 
21 0006 83 9.9 50.4 9.9 0.0 
21 0007 0 0.0 48.5 4.7 3.1 
21 0008 0 0,0 52.6 7.3 2.0 
21 0009 0 0.0 47.7 4.6 2.4 
21 0014 111 7.7 50.8 8.4 .8 
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